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LEON 2050 SH
Land Scraper

LEON 2050 SH Land Scraper - Strength and Precision
Yorkton, SK – Sept. 9, 2021 – Every operation needs added efficiency, and the LEON 2050 Straight Hitch Land Scraper has the
engineering, strength and durability to give you a land overhaul no matter where you’re working or what’s in the way. The high
capacity, heavy duty 2050 SH has a heaped capacity of 20.37 Cu. Yd. (15.55 cu. m) to handle the biggest jobs.
LEON Land Scrapers are defined by strength. Welded uniframe construction using a heavy tubular steel frame combined with
reinforced steel sidewalls, floor, front gate and rear push gate with high rear spill plate means long-lasting durability. Industrial
Ram Industries cylinders and hydraulics mean reduced downtime and replacement costs. The 2050 SH includes heavy-duty
10-bolt, dust-sealed hubs and high wear scraper tires. Reversible and replaceable cutting edges keep it easy to maintain the
unit, to ensure more time is spent in the field and less time in the shop. Even the paint is designed with durability in mind, with a
baked-on powder finish.
The LEON 2050 SH Land Scraper is also precise. The hydraulic forced ejection system allows for materials to be ejected and
leveled in one pass, reducing job time and giving you the level surface you need. Synchronized Hydraulic Control gives the operator
complete control of the depth of cut when loading and the depth of front ejection while dumping and leveling. The 2050 SH is
also designed to give the operator a full view of the cutting blade and front gate, ensuring that they can easily monitor the unit for
better control. The optional laser level system allows you to level your land with more precision. Tandem units are also available
as an option.
Durability, efficiency and precision are three things that set the LEON 2050 Straight Hitch Land Scraper apart. Those three priorities
mean you know you can trust LEON to give you a machine that level the land from the first pass to the last.
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